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Photocurrent-Assisted Wavelength (PAW) Conversion
With Electrical Monitoring Capability Using a
Traveling-Wave Electroabsorption Modulator

Hsu-Feng Chou, Yi-Jen Chiu, Adrian Keating, John E. Bowers, Fellow, IEEE, and Daniel J. Blumenthal, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—A new mechanism of cross-absorption modulation is
proposed and experimentally demonstrated to assist wavelength
conversion using a traveling-wave electroabsorption modulator
(TW-EAM). The photocurrent signal generated by the pump
propagates along the TW electrodes and changes the absorption
of the waveguide, which imprints data to the probe. The photocur-
rent signal can also be received by an external electronic circuit
to provide monitoring capability. This photocurrent-assisted
mechanism does not rely on the saturation of absorption and
has the potential to reduce the high pumping power required
by EAM-based wavelength converters. Using 2.5-Gb/s nonre-
turn-to-zero data, the conversion range can cover 30 nm in C-band
and the lowest power penalty is 0.5 dB.

Index Terms—Cross-absorption modulation, electroabsorption,
traveling-wave (TW) device, wavelength conversion, wavelength-
division multiplexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

WAVELENGTH converters will be key elements to enable
wavelength routing and resolve wavelength contention

in advanced photonic networks. Electroabsorption modulators
(EAMs) have been demonstrated as compact wavelength con-
verters [1] and optical regenerators [2]–[4] by utilizing either
cross-absorption modulation (XAM) or cross-phase modulation
(XPM). While high-speed conversion up to 80 Gb/s has been re-
ported using XPM with a delayed interferometer [1], those using
XAM have simpler configurations and can be a preferred choice
at lower bit rates. However, one of the main problems is the high
pumping power required, typically 16 19 dBm, as it is ineffi-
cient and affects long term reliability [5].

Conventionally, XAM in EAMs is attributed to the
field-screening effect, caused by a large number of photogen-
erated carriers [2]. The screening of the external field lowers
the absorption of a reverse-biased EAM and opens a trans-
mission window for the probe. To obtain a decent extinction
ratio, a high pumping power is necessary to excite sufficient
carriers. However, we propose that, in a traveling-wave EAM
(TW-EAM), there is another XAM mechanism which does not
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Fig. 1. Configuration of PAW-Conversion using a TW-EAM.

rely on the saturation of absorption. This mechanism utilizes
the photocurrent signal generated by the pump to modulate the
absorption of the EAM as the signal propagates along the TW
electrodes. Furthermore, after propagating out of the TW-EAM,
the photocurrent signal can subsequently be received to provide
electrical monitoring. We demonstrate these concepts using
wavelength conversion with 2.5-Gb/s nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ)
data format.

II. PRINCIPLE OF PAW-CONVERSION

TW-EAMs are designed with TW electrodes to overcome the
RC-time limitation [6]. Therefore, the active device length can
be much longer than a lumped-element EAM with the same
bandwidth. The active waveguide and the feed electrodes are
300 and 500 m long, respectively, for the TW-EAM used in
this work [7]. The maximum modulation efficiency varies from
15 to 30 dB/V in C-band, depending on the polarization and bias
voltage.

The configuration of the photocurrent-assisted wavelength
conversion (PAW-Conversion) using a TW-EAM is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. Co-propagation of the pump and
the probe is assumed, which is a preferred configuration
for TW-EAM at high speed [8]. When the pump enters the
reverse-biased TW-EAM, it gets absorbed and generates
electron-hole pairs in the active region. These carriers are swept
to the electrodes by the external field (due to reverse bias) and
excite microwave propagation modes of the coplanar wave-
guide (CPW), just like a high-speed photodetector. The higher
the external field (reverse bias), the shorter the sweep-out
time. The excited microwave signal, which will be called
“photocurrent signal” in the rest of the paper, propagates in
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both directions along the TW electrodes. Since the TW-EAM
is highly absorptive under reverse bias, most of the pump is
absorbed near the input facet of the active waveguide. Half
of the photocurrent signal propagates to the left and finally
goes to the termination. The other half of photocurrent signal
propagates to the right, heading toward the upper end of the
CPW line. When the photocurrent signal is passing through
the active waveguide, it modulates the local voltage around the
dc bias and, as a result, changes the absorption experienced
by the probe. Therefore, the signal carried by the pump is first
transferred to photocurrent through photodetection and then to
the probe through electroabsorption, all in the same waveguide.
Since photocurrent plays an intermediate role in this process,
this mechanism is called photocurrent assisted. The photocur-
rent signal can subsequently be received by outside electronics
to provide signal monitoring, which adds an extra functionality
to PAW-Conversion and increases overall power utilization.

In the saturation mechanism, a large number of carriers must
be generated to produce sufficient field screening to get a high
extinction ratio. This imposes a requirement for high pumping
power. On the other hand, these carriers must be swept out of the
active region as fast as possible to ensure high-speed operation.
Unfortunately, the sweep-out time increases with the number
of carriers [9], and EAM-based wavelength converters using
the saturation mechanism have an inherent tradeoff between
speed and extinction ratio. However, in the photocurrent-as-
sisted mechanism, absorption saturation due to field screening is
not required. Therefore, the pumping power can be reduced. Al-
though the extinction ratio still depends on the pumping power,
which determines the strength of photocurrent signal, it can be
compensated by other factors such as the length of active wave-
guide and the value of microwave impedance.

PAW-Conversion is conceptually close to O-E-O optoelec-
tronic wavelength converters [10] but in a more compact and
integrated form. In PAW-Conversion, the conversion happens
in the same waveguide, which reduces problems such as mi-
crowave loss and impedance mismatch in O-E-O converters.
Also, it does not require two kinds of active region for the pho-
todetector and the modulator.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Wavelength conversion of 2.5-Gb/s NRZ data is demon-
strated. The pump is 13 dBm at 1545.8 nm with transverse
magnetic (TM) polarization and the probe is 1 dBm CW at
1555.2 nm with transverse electric (TE) polarization. TM
polarization generates more photocurrent and TE polarization
has less loss. The current polarization dependence can be
reduced by compensating the strain in the quantum wells [6].
The fiber-to-fiber transmission is shown in Fig. 1 of [8]. The
reverse bias voltage is 0.8 V. A 2.4–nm optical bandpass filter is
used to block the pump after wavelength conversion. Referring
to Fig. 1, the upper end of the CPW line is connected to a
bias-T and a sampling scope, which detects the photocurrent
signal and also provides a 50- termination. To verify the
existence of photocurrent-assisted mechanism, two kinds of
termination are used at the lower end of the CPW line. One
is 50 and the other is open. The photocurrent signal will

Fig. 2. Eye histograms of photocurrent signal (electrical) and wavelength
converted signal (optical). The electrical eyes are taken with 6-dB attenuation.
(a) Electrical eye with open termination. (b) Electrical eye with 50-

termination. (c) Optical eye with open termination. (d) Optical eye with 50-

termination.

Fig. 3. BER curves of (a) optical signals and (b) electrical signals. Square:
optical back-to-back at 1545.8 nm. Triangle: open termination. Circle: 50-

termination.

be terminated without reflection by 50- termination. On the
other hand, an open termination will reflect the photocurrent
signal back to the active waveguide. If wavelength conversion
is realized only by the saturation mechanism, there should be
no difference between the two configurations. Fig. 2 shows
the eye histograms of the photocurrent signal (electrical) and
the wavelength converted signal (optical). The electrical eye
amplitude for 50- termination is 417 mV and 829 mV
for open termination, which is almost doubled because of
the reflection. The optical eye for open termination is also
larger in amplitude, which indicates that the photocurrent-as-
sisted mechanism does influence the wavelength conversion.
Bit-error-rate (BER) curves are shown in Fig. 3(a). The optical
power penalty for open termination is 0.5 and 1.5 dB for 50-
termination, which is a result of the difference in optical eye
amplitude. The photocurrent signal is fed into the BER tester
to measure the BER. At 13 dBm of pump power, no error
was detected with both terminations. Therefore, the pump
power is lowered to measure the BER. The results are shown
in Fig. 3(b). The sensitivity at 10 BER is about 2 dB lower
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Fig. 4. Contribution of extinction ratio from different mechanisms as a
function of NRZ pump power (a) with open termination and (b) with 50-

termination.

for open termination, mainly due to its larger electrical eye
amplitude. The slight decrease in slope may be caused by the
reflection from the open termination, which increases jitter
and multiple reflections. The CPW line leading to the open
termination can be cut shorter to minimize the round-trip time
to the termination.

At high pumping powers, the saturation mechanism may also
exist. To identify the contribution from this mechanism, the
pump is changed from NRZ data to CW with twice the average
power. In terms of power level, this CW pump can simulate the
“1” bits when it is turned on, and when it is turned off, it sim-
ulates the “0” bits. The difference in transmitted probe power
between these two states can be used to estimate the contribu-
tion to the extinction ratio from the saturation mechanism be-
cause there is no microwave component in the CW photocur-
rent to produce voltage modulation. On the other hand, the total
extinction ratio can be estimated from the optical eye diagram.
The contribution from photocurrent can be obtained by sub-
tracting the contribution due to saturation from the total extinc-
tion ratio. Fig. 4 shows the results for the two terminations at dif-
ferent pump powers. The extinction ratios contributed by both
mechanisms increase with pump power. The contribution from
photocurrent with open termination is higher than that from
saturation. This indicates that the photocurrent-assisted mech-
anism can be more effective than the saturation mechanism in
a TW-EAM. The photocurrent contribution with open termina-
tion is about twice as large as that with 50- termination, in
close agreement with the difference in electrical eye amplitude.
The operation wavelength range is also measured by changing
the wavelength of the probe while adjusting the bias voltage to
optimize the BER. Error-free operation is achievable over 30 nm
of bandwidth with 0.5–3 dB of power penalty. The choice of the

pump wavelength is not critical as the photocurrent changes by
less than 15% in the entire C-band.

The fall time in the electrical eye diagram is relatively long, as
shown in Fig. 2, which is due to the low reverse bias applied. A
higher bias voltage is not possible for the current device because
the loss will be too high for the probe. However, the optical fall
time is much shorter, which can be attributed to the nonlinear
transfer function of electroabsorption. The maximum speed of
the current device is estimated to be 10 Gb/s, but a new mate-
rial that allows higher bias has been designed to increase the
speed. Also, a longer device length will lower the pump power
required for a given extinction ratio, within the limits imposed
by total loss and walk-off time. With the same extinction ratio,
RZ format will require less pump power than the NRZ format
since PAW-Conversion is peak-power dependent and RZ format
has a much smaller duty-cycle. When the bit rate increases, the
pump power will remain the same for NRZ format if fall time is
not an issue.

IV. CONCLUSION

PAW-Conversion using a TW-EAM has been proposed and
verified. This new design has the potential to reduce the high
pumping power required by conventional approaches while
adding electrical monitoring capability at the same time.
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